‘The space between Letters and Words’

**Group Exhibition**

Participants - **Denise Ward-Brown,**
**Deborah Dancy,** **Ted Efremoff,**
**Ed Johnetta Miller,** **Dr. Fiona Mills,**
**Olu Oguibe** with literary contribution

from **TRCC President Grace Jones**

(Aaron Douglas, ‘Love Letters’, from
Alta Sawyer Douglas Foundation)

**Date of exhibition - January 27 - March 3, 2011**
**Gallery Reception - February 22, 2011 5pm-7pm**
**Three Rivers Gallery**
**Three Rivers Community College**
574 New London Turnpike, Norwich, CT
www.trcc.commnet.edu/theGallery

Curated by: **Chotsani Elaine Dean**

ABOVE:
Right: ‘Mister’, mixed media,
Denise Ward-Brown
Center: ‘Venture #26’, watercolor and collage
Deborah Dancy
Left: ‘Spirit of the Cloth’, quilt
Ed Johnetta Miller